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Thank you for your interest in the Institute for Successful Leadership, Inc. (ISL). Since
1996, ISL has built global audiences through training and instruction on a myriad of topics.
Headquartered in Orlando, Florida, ISL and its Key Staff offer uniquely equipped
approaches to developing skills and competencies to audiences of diverse ages and stages.
Since its inception, ISL has amassed an impressive list of state, national, international,
federal, NGOs, academic, community- and faith-based partners to address a vast array of
speaking topics ranging from health promotion and disease prevention, to spiritual growth
and effective communication.

7807 Chatterley Court ♦ Orlando, Florida 32835 USA
www.THEISL4Uonline.com

The Institute for Successful Leadership Speaker’s Guild (ISL) offer a comprehensive spectrum of
services and expertise to engage, empower and mobilize individuals to set and meet short- and
long-term goals and foster growth and stability. In addition, ISL develops didactic and interactive
training sessions and workshops to improve professional development, in-house expertise, capacity
and systematic approaches to improve organizational sustainability.
Dorothy Triplett, MEd, a licensed educator and former Associate Director for Minority and Other
Special Populations in the Office of the Director for HIV/AIDS Prevention at the Centers for Disease
Control and Prevention, guides ISL’s emergence as a frontrunner. Her expertise in curriculum
development, learner-focused skills-building and organizational advancement fosters leadership
and professional growth. Her insights and passion in spiritual growth is nothing short of soulstirring and empowering. The results are professionals and communities which are better
informed and more likely to respond in positive ways.
Dr. Tralonda Triplett, Epidemiologist and Public Health Ethicist utilizes her varied credentials to
not only design, administer and evaluate effective health promotion programming and policy, but
also to apply innovative approaches to improving corporate productivity and adapt health
promotion efforts to diverse cultures. Dr. Triplett’s demonstrated expertise in leadership
development, professional mentorship, and community mobilization establish and advance diverse
concepts from inception to completion. Her unique infusions in business operations, infrastructure
development, assessment and evaluation ensure her abilities to translate complex scientific
concepts to simple messages have brought audiences worldwide great growth.
Communication remains a hallmark of business, societal advancement and positive health and
business outcomes. Still, many professionals struggle to ensure messages to populations and
colleagues are clear, concise and consistent. Treméne Triplett, MA, BBA, provides assistance in
developing multi-media communiqué that are invaluable resources to heighten awareness, engage
preventive measures and mobilize informed responses. Further, Ms. Triplett provides training and
instruction to others committed to accomplishing similar goals, and has utilized her skills to
become a published journalist and editor.
ISL further combines its partners’ varied expertise to address such topics as health equity, cultural
competency, cross-cultural business ethics, comparative studies, corporate responsibility, and
diversity consulting. Whether in health promotion, professional development, subject matter
expertise, or training facilitation, ISL is committed to providing clients with unparalleled services to
exceed goals, enhance personnel and promote effective health promotion to diverse audiences
worldwide.
The ISL team offers a unique opportunity to select from its Key Staff either individual speakers or
group trainers to meet your needs. Further, each member recognizes the value of direct
communication with clients. Once contractual terms are established, direct interactions will ensure
your speaker is prepared to meet the needs of your audiences.
Listed fees are negotiable based on meeting medium (in-person or virtual) and requested
speaker(s), and exclude roundtrip air travel, ground transportation to/from hotel and speaking site,
and hotel accommodations (AAA 4- to 5-star rated properties only). Additional fee assessments will
be made for international locales, extended presentation duration, multiple speaking engagements
at single events, and/or any extenuating services impacting the quality and well-being of ISL staff.

Dorothy Triplett, MEd
A licensed educator and former Associate Director for
Minority and Other Special Populations in the Office of the
Director for HIV/AIDS Prevention at the Centers for Disease
Control and Prevention (CDC) serves ISL as Senior
Consultant. Under her guidance and commitment to
providing effective wellness programming for vulnerable
populations in the US and abroad, ISL has emerged as a
frontrunner in health promotion and disease prevention
program design, implementation and evaluation.
Her insight and vision has established ISL with a tradition of
excellence, integrity and immovable commitment to
empowering communities worldwide to improve health status and well-being across the
lifespan. In addition, her leadership in policy development has provided governance and
standards of service for various organizations and academic institutions.
Since 1996, Mrs. Triplett and ISL have pioneered new approaches to implementing
effective wellness programming at Historically Black Colleges and Universities, faith- and
community-based organizations, incarcerated and newly-released populations, corporate,
government, public and private entities. Her expertise in developing productive
collaborative partnerships has been recognized with numerous awards and citations. Her
highly-spirited keynote addresses about the pivotal roles of health and spirituality in
developing qualities of life have received national and international acclaim.
Key topics for Mrs. Triplett’s keynote presentations include professional development,
community mobilization, and spiritual growth. She embodies and personifies traditional
forms of teaching and skills-building. She can facilitate instruction and training for diverse
audiences, moderate panels, and empower populations toward healthy outcomes.
Availability
*Please contact 702-217-0472 or
email at THEISL4U@aol.com to
negotiate fees

Departure Locale
Audiovisual Requirements

Keynote (1 hour)
Panel (with at least two additional panelists)
Half-Day
Full Day
Orlando, Florida USA Airport Code: MCO
Microphone & Podium

Tralonda Triplett, PhD, MPH
Dr. Tralonda Triplett provides expertise to the ISL team by
developing health interventions that are at once theoretically
sound, culturally-competent, age-appropriate and toward
comprehensive wellness--not merely the absence of disease.
An engineer, ethicist and social epidemiologist, Dr. Triplett
provides unique approaches to health promotion
programming across the lifespan including: HIV/AIDS/STIs,
violence, gang participation, substance abuse recovery
communities, and a myriad of chronic and infectious disease
conditions. She also heads ISL's public health ethics and cultural competency efforts and
serves as Editor-in-Chief for the International Journal of Ethnic College Health. She served
as a national Trainer and Technical Assistance Provider for CDC’s Work@Health worksite
health promotion training program for employers, and authored a manual on worksite
health accreditation and recognition. Dr. Triplett offers exceptional insights on multisectoral and population-based approaches to trauma-informed care and healthy aging. In
her quote, “Heal the women, heal the world”, Dr. Triplett depicts her perspective that
improving health status of communities begins with women obtaining higher levels of
health and qualities of life.
Her dissertation, entitled Praying Hands: Influences of Religiosity and Spirituality on Sexual
Risk-Taking among Black, College-Attending Emerging Adults enhanced existing HIV risk
profiles of this unique sub-population and focused on associations of spirituality and
religiosity with sexual risk behaviors and socio-sexual networks. Dr. Triplett also serves as
Instructional Designer and Adjunct Professor of Public Health Leadership and Management
in the graduate curriculum at Simmons University in Boston, Massachusetts.
Whether academic, scientific, or community laypersons, Dr. Triplett is fully prepared to
address the needs of diverse audiences. As keynote speaker, panelist, or instructional
trainer, Dr. Triplett’s unique abilities to translate science into tangible empowerment are
unforgettable.
Availability
*Please contact 702-217-0472 or
email at THEISL4U@aol.com to
negotiate fees

Departure Locale
Audiovisual Requirements

Keynote (1 hour)
Panel (with at least two additional panelists)
Half-Day
Full Day
Orlando, Florida USA Airport Code: MCO
Microphone & Podium (Projector for PowerPoint presentations)

Treméne Triplett, MA, BA
Communication remains a hallmark of business, societal
advancement and positive health outcomes. As a
published journalist and editor, Treméne Triplett's
expertise in print journalism presents an invaluable
resource to clients desirous of leveraging the power of
media to further health goals and health literacy.
Through her technical assistance, clients avail skill sets
that enhance media savvy and how to manage media
attention. In addition, she provides insights on media
content, press releases and managing external images
for businesses and individuals.
Ms. Triplett has also worked to infuse communication ethics with health messaging to
ensure accuracy while providing adequate risk communication to vulnerable populations
worldwide. In addition, her input in ISL's professional development efforts have provided
immeasurable skills for professionals seeking enhanced communication skills.
Advanced skills in business management and communication from the University of Texas
at Austin and the University of Miami respectively ensure her consistency with cuttingedge theories and imparting relevant business and programming expertise to clients.
Numerous articles at her hand have graced local and national print media. Her expertise is
also sought to develop cohesive policies, procedures and training materials for
organizations. She also serves as Managing Editor for ISL's International Journal of Ethnic
College Health. Her treasures of expertise in developing freelance careers, enhancing
journalistic ethics, and fostering excellence in written communication are invaluable to
numerous industries. Whether in sales and marketing, or media relations, Ms. Triplett is
well-versed in providing empowerment and instruction leading to tangible skills in diverse
audiences. Her unmistakable commitment to enhancing skills to manage business with
accuracy and clarity has no bounds, and she can unquestionably enhance your audiences’
abilities to do the same.
Availability
*Please contact 702-217-0472 or
email at THEISL4U@aol.com to
negotiate fees

Departure Locale
Audiovisual Requirements

Keynote (1 hour)
Panel (with at least two additional panelists)
Half-Day
Full Day
Orlando, Florida USA Airport Code: MCO
Microphone & Podium (Projector for PowerPoint presentations)

Speakers’ calendars fill quickly, so contact 702-217-0472 or email at
THEISL4U@aol.com to make sure your event is more than memorable…

IT’S REMARKABLE!!

